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Why Writing for the Web

One Answer – The Medium

“…79 percent of our test users always scanned any new page they came across; only 16 percent read word-by-word.”

Jakob Nielsen
Writing Considerations

- **Audience**: Who are you writing for?
- **Purpose**: Why are you writing this?
- **Tone**: How are you going to say it?
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- Build Chunky Paragraphs
- Make Comprehension Easy
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Penn State Web Considerations

- Penn State Style
  - Web Style Guide: http://webstyleguide.psu.edu/
  - Penn State Editorial Style Guide: http://publications.psu.edu/

- Departmental Style
Conclusions

- Practice your writing skills.
- Have others review your writing.
- Test your site regularly.
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Questions?

- Ask Now!
- E-mail me later!
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